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Introduction.

• Process as understood in Philosophy, process studies,

in particular, the notion as developed by N. Rescher,

i.e,

• knowledge, truth, epistemology and logic from the

process point of view;

• traditionally: static and substantialist view of truth

and knowledge

BUT philosophical and scientific inquiry should provide

true facts about the world as it is, i.e. a world of process.

• process epistemology: rational inquiry seen as process;

no definitive truth, no end product in scientific matters;

• Rescher’s process logic: 3 valued, truth values gaps.

• Could inconsistency-adaptive logic be an answer?

Case study: the aether and Maxwell’s electromagnetic

theory of light.
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Process in natural language.

• Event Semantics:

- Reichenbach’s analysis of temporal relations

- Prior: objections; also wanted to refute McTaggart’s

argts against the reality of time, space and matter.

• dynamic aspects of meaning construction in the usual

model-theoretic approach (H. Kamp);

• durationless events and instants constructed

from elements that have duration

• Wiener-Russell-Whitehead: geometry without points;

• Problem with points. Should we get rid of them?

• formal and point-free topology:

Stone, Menger, Husserl, Sambin (logic)
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Process in mathematics.

• Whitehead: error of mathematics: doctrine of form

devoid of life and motion.

Mathematics concerned with forms of process issuing

into forms that are components of further process.

• W. follows the Ausdehnungslehre of H. Grassmann,

“the theory of the extensive form”:

• Leibniz “analysis situs”: method allowing to reason

and draw conclusions by mental operations without

relying on figures or models. (letter to Huyghens)

• G. finds a branch of mathematics of which geometry is

only a particular case (Riemann. Get rid of space too?).

• G: Philo. and maths are sciences and share a method.

• A view in accordance with the project of reconstructing

logically the process of scientific theory construction.
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Logic of Process (Rescher)

• Any specific logic to control reasoning about processes?

Any specific logic of processes?

• Rescher relies on Aristotle’s thesis of the truth-value

indetermination of future contingencies,

indeterminacy that applies to anything coming into

being or passing away into non-existence,

• Zeno’s paradoxes are examples of this indetermination;

• Situations and paradoxes imposed Aristotle to make

exception to his original substantialist position.

• Contradictions and paradoxes: paraconsistent logic?

• Zeno raises the question of points, time and space.
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Points, time and space: Newton’s fluxions

• Rescher: “fluidity of the analog, continuous character

of a processual nature captured by differential eqs.”

• Differential calculus is no solution; moreover contradictory.

• “De quadratura”. N. reduces his position to two problems.

(i) Given the length of space continuously (i.e. at every

instant of time), find the speed of motion at any time,

(ii) given the speed of motion continuously, to find the

length of space described at any time proposed.

Answer: Calculus, infinitesimal and integral.

• N. does not consider time as such, but some quantity

(“by analogy, as if it was time”) whose fluxion allows

measuring time. (Method of Series and Fluxions.)

• Newton-Berkeley.

• Whitehead objects to Newton:

description of matter abstracts it from time,

”If process fundamental, such abstraction is erroneous” .

• Problems with time. Should we get rid of time?
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Aether and Maxwell’s Electromagnetic theory.

• Ghent’s Perspective on problem solving process (J.M.):

• Problem = goal + set of constraints;

limiting constraints: conditions of a solution,

constructive constraints: premises to derive solutions.

• Some Inconsistency Adaptive Logic seems appropriate.

Could it be the logic of process sought after?

• Problem of 19th century theories of light: how to obtain

a consistent theory?

• Example 1: MacCullagh’s theory and rivals in the 1830’s.

• Example 2: Maxwell’ electromagnetic theory (1865; 1873);

2 6= formulations of the electrokinetic energy in each.

• 1 and 2 expressed by same equations, hence, homologous.

• - Maxwell’s second formulation considered equivalent to 1.

- Results inconsistent with those obtained by Faraday’s laws.

- Problem in Maxwell’s elaboration of the equations.

• - Hence, Max’s formulation 1 6= formulation 2.

- MacC. wrong because Max’s first form gives correct results,

i.e. first form consistent with Faraday’s laws.
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Aether cont’d: Cauchy

• Young and Fresnel: vibrations of light perpendicular to

direction of propagation =⇒ hypotheses on the aether:

resistance to distortions

• HYPOTHESIS: aether behaves like an elastic solid

and light behaves as the vibrations of the aether

• Then,

- either vibrations parallel or perpendicular to polarization;

- either refraction in different medias due to differences

in inertia of aether in the media

or due to difference in resisting distortion or both;

- moreover, multiple ways of avoiding the difficulty.

• Navier, Poisson and Cauchy: mathematical properties of

these media:

• Cauchy’s theories of light:

- objections and difficulties like the cause of various

refractive indices

- solution: vibrations of aether perpendicular to the

plane of polarization

- contradictions (with his own theory of optics in crystals)

- IF conditions selected to agree with the laws of Fresnel;

- results contradict those of Green, ... etc

- 2 theories of optics and 3 theories of refract./reflec.

that are incompatible.
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Aether cont’d: MacCullagh.

• Objection to Fresnel’s th. of reflect.: no continuity at IF.

• HYP: vibration of aether parallel to polarization;

• HYP: inertia of aether due to differences in elasticity;

• light = vibrations propagated through elastic aether;

• Green: gives conditions satisfied at IF of real elastic solids.

• =⇒ Fresnel was right; density of aether varies.

• Idea of MacCullagh: a rotatory elastic solid

- okay for Green’s laws,

- okay for a theory of light.

• - ordinary theory of elasticity: potential energy depends

on compression and distortion of the volume elements;

- MacC’s theory: potential energy depends only on rotation;

• formally, MacCullagh’s equation is written as
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Maxwell’s 3 formulations of EM theory.

• Goal: consistent dyn. found. for wave theory of light

• Maxwell’s model 1: vortex model;

• Back to Faraday’s model:

“Dynamical Theory of the EM Field”:

• Light and EM phenomena obey same dynamical laws;

• no mechanical hypothesis;

• analytical formulation of Faraday’s EM theory of light;

• 2 forms:

- (i) electrokinetic energy expressed in terms of currents.

- (ii) idem in terms of magnetic force and induction.

• FitzGerald, Heaviside, Hertz start from the second form;

• Maxwell’s form (ii) seen as ≡ to MacCullagh’s aether,

• BUT (i) and (ii) are not equivalent since

- (ii) gives results contradictory with Faraday’s laws,

- (i) gives results consistent with these laws.

• flaw in deducing (ii) from Faraday;

(i) is a logical consequence of Faraday’s laws.
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Conclusion.

• To do: check formally what precedes in IAL;

• About processes:

• points, time and space problematic:

get rid of subjective spatiality and temporality?

• We learn from Maxwell:

- analogies in inquiry: structure and relations,

- importance of principle of “permanence of forms”;

- against quaternions, “mathematician considers himself

as a geometer” (idem with vectors);

- not a ’mechanist’ as often thought;

- uncommitted to any sort of aether (no choice?);

- interplay experiment - math. representation of data;

- his ’mistake’: inquiry driven by the math. formalism.


